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Jet production at next-to-leading order in

p+Au collisions at the RHIC *
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Abstract: We calculate jet productions in p+Au collisions at the RHIC at next-to-leading order with pertur-

bative QCD. Inclusive jet transverse energy spectrum, dijet invariant mass spectrum, dijet angular distribution,

and corresponding nuclear modification factors for the three observables in p+Au collisions at
√

s = 200 GeV

are given, where the initial-state cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects are included by taking advantage of four

parametrization sets of nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) - EPS, nCTEQ, HKN and DS. We

demonstrate that inclusive jet transverse energy (ET) spectrum, dijet invariant mass (MJJ) spectrum with all

4 nPDFs are increased at low ET or MJJ, whereas at high ET or MJJ large deviation of results with different

nPDFs is observed. It is found that the dijet angular distributions in p+Au collisions do not vary relative to

those in p+p collisions for all 4 nPDFs.
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1 Introduction

One of the most important goals of high energy

collider experiments is to search for deconfinement

quark gluon plasma (QGP). The energetic partons

produced in hard process propagating QGP are ex-

pected to lose considerable energy and take along

abundant information about the early stage. This

is called jet quenching, and it is considered one of the

strong probes to study the property of QGP [1–4].

The RHIC has observed some phenomena holding jet

quenching, such as the suppression of a single hadron

at large ET, the disappearance of back-to-back az-

imuthal correlations for a dihadron [5], and so on.

However, most measurements of them are limited to

the leading fragments. As the LHC runs, higher en-

ergy and finer acceptance provide new opportunities

for full jets [6, 7], which will be an important tool to

study the strong interactions and reflect underlying

process more accurately.

Since the ATLAS and CMS collaborations pub-

lished the displacement of dijet asymmetry as the first

measurement of a full jet in AA reactions at the LHC

[8, 9], several models exploring the full jet in a hot and

dense medium have been proposed [10–16]. Because

the initial-state cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects are

always present in high-energy nucleus-nucleus colli-

sions, it is important to study jet production in p+A

collisions, which may serve as the benchmark of any

novel effects due to the formation of the QGP in the

final-state of relativistic heavy-ion collisions [17]. In

this letter, we start from a single jet cross section,

a dijet invariant mass spectrum, and a dijet angular

distribution in nucleon-nucleon collisions with pertur-

bative QCD theory. Then we survey these three ob-

servables in p+Au collisions at the RHIC by using

four parametrization sets of nPDFs, referred to as

EPS [18], nCTEQ [19], HKN [20], and DS [21], and
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obtain the corresponding nuclear modification fac-

tors.

This paper is organized as follows: we establish

the baseline in nucleon-nucleon collisions for inclu-

sive jet and dijet productions with perturbative QCD

in Section 2. The single jet and dijet observables in

p+Au reactions at the RHIC are studied in Section

3. Lastly, we will give a conclusion in Section 4.

2 Single jet and dijet production in

nucleon-nucleon collisions

Within the framework of QCD, we can obtain the

differential cross section of an inclusive jet at leading

order as [22],

dσ

dyd2ET

=
∑

abij

∫1

xamin

dxaf
A
a (xa,Q

2)fB
b (xb,Q

2)
2

π

× xaxb

2xa−xTey

dσ

dt̂
(ab→ ij), (1)

where fa,b(xa,b,Q
2) are the distribution functions of

participating partons carrying momentum fractions

xa,b in nucleons and Q is the factorization scale. We

employ CTEQ6M here. dσ/dt̂ is the elementary scat-

tering cross section for partons at tree level. We de-

note xT = 2ET/
√

s, xb = (xaxTe−y)/(2xa−xTey), and

xamin = (xTey)/(2−xTe−y).

Similarly, we can get the differential cross section

for a dijet in nucleon-nucleon collisions at leading or-

der,

dσ

dy1dy2dE2
T

=
∑

abij

xaf
A
a (xa,Q

2)xbf
B
b (xb,Q

2)

×dσ

dt̂
(ab→ ij). (2)

Here, the momentum fractions xa and xb are no

longer free as,

xa =
ET√

s
(ey1 +ey2),xb =

ET√
s
(e−y1 +e−y2). (3)

The jets at LO are parent partons, which are in-

adequate to describe jet physics strictly. At next-

to-leading order, jets defined with the radius R =√
∆y2 +∆φ2 in rapidity y and azimuthal angle φ

plane [7] contain more physical information. The

cross sections at NLO sum contributions from 2→ 2

processes including NLO virtual corrections and the

contributions from 2→ 3 processes are as follows

dσ

dVJ

=
1

2!

∫
dΦ2

dσ(2→ 2)

dΦ2

S2(p
µ

1 ,pµ

2 )

+
1

3!

∫
dΦ3

dσ(2→ 3)

dΦ3

S3(p
µ

1 ,pµ

2 ,pµ

3 ), (4)

where dVJ and dΦ2,3 represent the phase space of final

jets and particles. The functions S2 and S3 involve

jet finding algorithms for 2 → 2 processes and 2 → 3

processes, respectively. We will calculate jet produc-

tion at NLO along the development of an EKS jet

framework [23].

Our calculation for a single jet at NLO with pQCD

in p+p collisions at
√

s = 200 GeV is compared with

the STAR experimental data [24] at the RHIC in

Fig. 1. It is the result of a jet with the size R = 0.4

in the rapidity range 0.2 < |y| < 0.8 using a mid-

point cone algorithm. We find that the cross section

is insensitive to the choice of the factorization and

renormalization scale Q in the variation from 0.5ET

to 2ET, and the scale is set Q = ET. The cross section

under pQCD has good agreement with STAR data.

Fig. 1. Single jet spectrum in p+p collisions at
√

s =200 GeV compared with the experimen-

tal results from STAR [24].

The invariant mass spectrum and angular distri-

bution of the dijet are good observables to test the

predictions of perturbative QCD and find new physics

[25–32]. The first one is defined as [(
∑

pµ

n)2]1/2 for

all the particles in the dijet, and it is related to the

transverse energy and rapidity briefly at LO as

M 2
JJ = 2E2

T[1+cosh(y1−y2)]. (5)

The latter one is an expression of rapidity for the final

two jets χ = exp |y1−y2|.
Experimental measurements for invariant mass

spectra and angular distributions of dijets in nucleon-

nucleon collisions have been carried out not only on

the Tevatron Collider but also at the LHC where the

most energetic facility is available presently. The in-

variant mass spectrum is usually measured in the
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bin of maximum rapidity of the two leading jets,

|y|max=max(|y1|, |y2|). The angular distribution is

taken in the range of invariant mass MJJ and rapidity

of the dijet yJJ = (y1 +y2)/2.

Figure 2 shows the invariant mass spectrum of

the dijet at NLO with the jet size R = 0.7 in the

rapidity bin |y|max < 0.4 in p+p̄ collisions, which is

confronted with D0 data at
√

s = 1.96 TeV [33]. The

spectrum drops more than six orders of magnitude

in the MJJ range from 200 GeV to 1200 GeV. Fig. 3

demonstrates the angular distributions of the dijet

with size R = 0.4 in the rapidity |yJJ| < 1.1 in p+p

collisions, which are compared with ATLAS data at√
s = 7 TeV [34]. The distributions in three differ-

ent mass intervals have been tested. The agreement

between the numerical and experimental results for

Fig. 2. Dijet invariant mass spectrum in p+p̄

collisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV compared with

the data from D0 collaboration [33].

Fig. 3. Dijet angular distribution in p+p colli-

sions at
√

s = 7 TeV compared with the data

from the ATLAS collaboration [34].

these two observables has further verified that our

pQCD theory is reliable.

3 Single jet and dijet production in

p+Au reactions

We investigate jet production in p+Au collisions

as a result of initial CNM effects, replacing the par-

ton distribution functions in Eqs. (1), (2) by nPDFs

under Glauber Model. We incorporate four differ-

ent sets of nPDFs(EPS [18], nCTEQ [19], HKN [20],

and DS [21]), containing shadowing, anti-shadowing,

EMC and fermion motion effects. When the CNM

effects are imported, the isospin symmetry for bound

protons and neutrons should be taken into account.

In order to investigate the CNM effects on jet spec-

tra quantitatively, we will define nuclear modification

factors for jet production in minimum bias in the fol-

lowing.

3.1 Single jet production with CNM effects

The nuclear modification factor for a single jet

spectrum in p+A collisions relative to the spectrum

in p+p collisions is written as a function of the trans-

verse energy as

RET

pA =
dσpA/dET

〈Nbin〉dσpp/dET

, (6)

where 〈Nbin〉 in the denominator denotes pairs of par-

ticipating collisions. It is 〈Nbin〉=

∫
d2

rtA(r) in p+A

collisions and tA(r) is the thickness function in the

transverse plane.

Figure 4 reveals the rescaled spectra of a single jet

and nuclear modification factors as a function of the

transverse energy in p+Au collisions at RHIC with

different nPDFs. It presents the results for a single

jet with size R = 0.5 in the rapidity 0.2 < |y|< 0.8. We

can see the rescaled spectra are driven up by CNM ef-

fects under all the nPDFs parameterization sets in the

range before 30 GeV. In the area of final transverse

energy after 30 GeV, EPS and nCTEQ nPDFs sets

depress the spectra first, and then boost the spectra

again. However HKN and DS sets enhance the spec-

tra all the time, and the result under the DS set is

especially striking. The discrepancy of nuclear mod-

ification factors with different nPDFs parameteriza-

tion sets is obvious.

3.2 Dijet production with CNM effects

The nuclear modification factors for dijet produc-

tion are defined similarly with those for a single jet.
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We express the nuclear modification factors for invari-

ant mass spectrum d2σpA/dMJJd|y|max and angular

distribution dσpA/σpAdχ of a dijet in p+A collisions,

respectively,

RMJJ

pA =
d2σpA/dMJJd|y|max

〈Nbin〉d2σpp/dMJJd|y|max

, (7)

Rχ
pA =

dσpA/σpAdχ

dσpp/σppdχ
. (8)

Fig. 4. Single jet rescaled spectra in p+Au and

their nuclear modification factors under differ-

ent sets of nPDFs.

Figure 5 indicates the rescaled invariant mass

spectra of a dijet and the relevant nuclear modifica-

tion factors in p+Au collisions at the RHIC with four

sets of nPDFs. They are spectra of a dijet with the

jet size R = 0.4 in the rapidity bin 0.3 < |y|max < 0.8.

The rescaled invariant mass spectra in p+Au colli-

sions are increased due to the CNM effects with all

4 nPDFs parameterization sets when the dijet mass

is lower than about 65 GeV. In the invariant mass

range from 65 GeV to 150 GeV, the CNM effects

with EPS and nCTEQ sets become suppressions, but

those with HKN and DS sets are still enhancements,

particularly for DS. In the middle rapidity, we can es-

timate MJJ ∼ 2ET at LO from Eq. (5). The intervals

of shadowing and anti-shadowing effects for the dijet

invariant mass spectrum are consistent with those for

single jet spectrum, as shown in Fig. 4. The discrim-

ination of nuclear modification factors for dijet in-

variant mass spectra utilizing four nPDFs sets is also

visible.

Shown in Fig. 6 are the nuclear modification fac-

tors for angular distributions of a dijet with R = 0.4

in the mass interval 35 GeV < MJJ < 50 GeV in p+Au

collisions at the RHIC. The nuclear modification fac-

tors for dijet angular distributions do not vary with

angle χ at all and the factors are equal to unity. Dijet

Fig. 5. Dijet rescaled invariant mass spectra in

p+Au and their nuclear modification factors

under different sets of nPDFs.

Fig. 6. Nuclear modification factors for angular

distributions of dijet in p+Au under different

sets of nPDFs.
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angular distributions in p+Au collisions are just the

same as those in nucleon-nucleon reactions. This il-

lustrates that dijet angular distributions are not af-

fected by the initial CNM effects.

4 Conclusion

Jet production in relativistic heavy-ion collisions

can provide detailed information of parton scattering

and propagation in the QCD medium. The study of

jet observables in p+A collisions is indispensable be-

cause it gives the baseline of any final-state effects

expected in high-energy nuclear reactions.

In this paper, we explore the inclusive jet and di-

jet observables in p+Au collisions at the RHIC on ac-

count of CNM effects, combining the cross sections at

NLO in p+p collisions with four different parameteri-

zation nPDFs(EPS, nCTEQ, HKN,DS). We illustrate

that the rescaled single jet dσpA/dET by number of

binary collisions with the four nPDFs sets are all en-

hanced at small and large ET due to the CNM effects,

but the degrees of enhancements show deviations with

different sets of nPDFs. The nuclear modification

factor of dijet dσpA/dMJJ in p+Au reactions at the

RHIC also increases at small MJJ, though at very

high MJJ the results with different nPDFs show large

variations. The modifications of different nPDFs on

dσpA/dMJJ are also distinguishable. The CNM ef-

fects on dσpA/σpAdχ at the RHIC are negligible.
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